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Abstract-- Dealing with uncertainty is crucial in ontology 

engineering tasks such as domain modelling, ontology reasoning, 
and concept mapping between ontologies. This paper presents our 
on-going research on modelling uncertainty in ontologies based 
on Bayesian networks (BN). This includes 1) extending OWL to 
allow additional probabilistic markups for attaching probability 
information, 2) directly converting a probabilistically annotated 
OWL ontology into a BN structure by a set of structural 
translation rules, and 3) constructing the conditional probability 
tables (CPTs) of this BN using a new method based on iterative 
proportiobal fitting procedure (IPFP). The translated BN can 
support more accurate ontology reasoning under uncertainty as 
Bayesian inferences.

Index Terms-- Bayesian Networks, IPFP, Ontology, Semantic 
Web, Uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

N the semantic web [17], an important component of an 
ontology defined in OWL [18] or RDF(S) [19] is the 

taxonomical concept subsumption hierarchy based on class 
axioms (defined by rdfs:subClassOf, owl:equivalentClass, and 
owl:disjointWith) and logical relations among the concept 
classes (defined by owl:unionOf, owl:intersectionOf, and 
owl:complementOf). Such an ontology taxonomy definition is 
based on crisp logic and thus cannot quantify the degree of the 
overlap or inclusion between two concepts, cannot support 
reasoning in how close a description D is to its most specific 
subsumer and most general subsumee, and tends to over-
generalize with noisy input [2]. Uncertainty becomes more 
prevalent in web environment when more than one ontology 
are involved where it is often the case that a concept defined in 
one ontology can only find partial matches to one or more 
concepts in another ontology.

To model uncertainty in ontology representation, reasoning 
and mapping, this paper presents a new probabilistic extension 
to OWL ontology taxonomy based on Bayesian networks (BN) 
[1], a widely used graphic model of dependencies among 
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variables. In our approach, OWL is first augmented to allow 
additional probabilistic markups so that probability values can 
be attached to individual concepts in an ontology. Secondly, a 
set of structural translation rules is defined to convert this 
probabilistically annotated OWL ontology taxonomy into a 
directed acyclic graph (DAG) of a BN. Finally, the BN is 
completed by constructing conditional probability tables 
(CPTs) for each node in the DAG.

To help understand our approach, in the remaining of this 
section, we give a simple review of OWL [18] and BN [1].

A. Web Ontology Language (OWL)

An OWL document can include an optional ontology header 
and any number of classes, properties, axioms, and individual 
descriptions. In an ontology defined by OWL, a named class is 
described by a class identifier. An anonymous class can be 
described by some value (owl:hasValue, owl:allValuesFrom,
owl:someValuesFrom) or cardinality (owl:cardinality, owl:-
maxCardinality, owl:minCardinality) restriction on property 
(owl:Restriction); by exhaustively enumerating all the 
individuals that form the instances of this class (owl:oneOf); or 
by logical operation on two or more classes (owl:unionOf, 
owl:intersectionOf, owl:complementOf). Three class axioms 
(rdfs:subClassOf, owl:equivalentClass, owl:disjointWith) can 
be used for defining necessary and sufficient conditions of a 
class. Two kinds of properties can be defined: object property 
(owl:ObjectProperty) which links individuals to individuals, 
and datatype property (owl:DatatypeProperty) which links 
individuals to data values. “rdfs:subPropertyOf” is used to 
define that one property is a subproperty of another property.
Besides these most commonly used constructors, there are 
some other constructors (e.g., owl:equivalentProperty and
owl:inverseOf to relate two properties; owl:FunctionalProperty
and owl:InverseFunctionalProperty to impose cardinality 
restrictions on properties; etc.)

The semantics of OWL is defined based on model theory in 
the way analogous to the semantics of description logic (DL). 
With a set of vocabulary (mostly as described above), one can 
define an ontology as a set of (restricted) RDF triples which 
can be represented as a RDF graph.

B. Bayesian Network

In the most general form, a BN of n variables consists of a 
DAG of n nodes and a number of arcs. Nodes iX in a DAG

correspond to random variables, and directed arcs between two 
nodes represent direct causal or influential relations from one 
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variable to the other. The uncertainty of the causal relationship 
is represented locally by the CPT )|( iiXP  associated with 

each node iX , where i is the parent set of iX . Under a 

conditional independence assumption, the joint probability 
distribution of )...,,( 1 nXXX  can be factored out as a 

product of the CPTs in the network (named “the chain rule of 

BN”): )|()( 1 ii
n
i xPxXP  . With the joint probability 

distribution, BN supports, at least in theory, any probabilistic 
inference in the joint space.

Besides the power of probabilistic reasoning provided by 
BN itself, we are attracted to BN in this work also by the 
structural similarity between the DAG of a BN and the RDF 
graph of OWL ontology: both of them are directed graphs, and 
direct correspondence exists between many nodes and arcs in 
the two graphs. In this work, we only consider ontology 
taxonomy which uses only constructors for the terminology 
part of DL. Constructors related to properties, individuals, and 
datatypes will be considered in the future. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
extends OWL for encoding probabilities into ontology; 
Section III presents a set of rules that are used to translate 
OWL ontology into DAG of BN; Section IV develops a 
method to construct CPTs for each node in the DAG; Section 
V briefly discusses how ontology reasoning may be performed 
over this translated BN. The paper concludes in Section VI
with discussions of related work and directions for future 
research.

II. ENCODING PROBABILITIES IN ONTOLOGY

The model-theoretic semantics of OWL [18] treats the 
domain as a non-empty collection of individuals. If classes A
and B  represent two concepts, we treat them as random 
binary variables and interpret )( aAP  as the prior 

probability or one’s belief that an arbitrary individual belongs 
to class A , and )|( baP as the conditional probability that an 

individual of class B also belongs to class A . Similarly, we 

can interpret )(aP , )|( baP , )|( baP , and )|( baP with the 

negation interpreted as “not belonging to”. These two types of 
probabilities (prior or conditional) correspond naturally to 
classes and relations in an ontology, and are most likely to be 
available to ontology designers. Currently, our translation 
framework can encode two types of probabilistic information 
into the original ontology: for a concept class C  and its parent 
superconcept class set C

(1) Prior or marginal probability )(CP ; 

(2) Conditional probability )|( COCP where CCO  , 

C , CO .

To add such uncertainty information into an existing 
ontology, we treat a probability as a kind of resource, and 
define two OWL classes: “PriorProb”, “CondProb”. A 
probability with the form )(CP is defined as an instance of 

class “PriorProb”, which has two mandatory properties: 

“hasVarible” and “hasProbValue”. A probability with the form 
)|( COCP is defined as an instance of class “CondProb” with 

three mandatory properties: “hasCondition” (at least one), 
“hasVariable”, and “hasProbValue”. The range of properties 
“hasCondition” and “hasVariable” is a defined class named 
“Variable”, which has two mandatory properties: “hasClass” 
and “hasState”. “hasClass” points to the concept class this 
probability is about and “hasState” gives the “True” (belong 
to) or “False” (not belong to) state of this probability.   

For example, 8.0)( cP , the prior probability that an 

arbitrary individual belongs to class C , can be expressed as
follows:

<Variable rdf:ID="c">
<hasClass>C</hasClass>
<hasState>True</hasState>

</Variable>
<PriorProb rdf:ID="P(c)">

<hasVariable>c</hasVariable>
<hasProbValue>0.8</hasProbValue>

</PriorProb>

and 8.0)3,2,1|( pppcP , the conditional probability that an 

individual of the intersection class of 1P , 2P , and 3P also 
belongs to class C , can be expressed as follows:

<Variable rdf:ID="c">
<hasClass>C</hasClass>
<hasState>True</hasState>

</Variable>
<Variable rdf:ID="p1">

<hasClass>P1</hasClass>
<hasState>True</hasState>

</Variable>
<Variable rdf:ID="p2">

<hasClass>P2</hasClass>
<hasState>True</hasState>

</Variable>
<Variable rdf:ID="p3">

<hasClass>P3</hasClass>
<hasState>True</hasState>

</Variable>
<CondProb rdf:ID="P(c|p1, p2, p3)">

<hasCondition>p1</hasCondition>
<hasCondition>p2</hasCondition>
<hasCondition>p3</hasCondition>
<hasVariable>c</hasVariable>
<hasProbValue>0.8</hasProbValue>

</CondProb>
For simplicity we did not consider the namespaces in above 
examples. For a complete definition of probabilistic markups, 
please refer to: http://www.csee.umbc.edu/~zding1/owl/prob.owl.

III. STRUCTURAL TRANSLATION

The ontology augmented with probability values as 
described in Section II will still be an OWL file. It can be 
translated into a BN by first forming a DAG following a set of 
rules. The general principle underlying these rules is that all 
classes (specified as “subjects” and “objects” in RDF triples of 
the OWL file) are translated into nodes in BN, and an arc is 
drawn between two nodes in BN if the corresponding two 
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classes are related by a “predicate” in the OWL file, with the 
direction from the superclass to the subclass if it can be 
determined. Control nodes are created during the translation to 
facilitate modelling relations among class nodes that are 
related by OWL logical operator. These structural translation 
rules are summarized as follows:

(1) Every primitive or defined concept class C , is mapped 
into a two-state (either “True” or “False”) variable node in the 
translated BN, C is in “True” state when an instance c
belongs to it;

(2) There is a directed arc from a parent superclass node to 
a subclass node, for example, a concept class C defined with 
superconcept classes iC ( ni ...,,1 ) by “rdfs:subClassOf” is 

mapped into a subnet in the translated BN with one converging 
connection (Fig.1) from each iC to C ;

Fig.1. – “rdfs:subClassOf”

(3) A concept class C defined by set intersection operation
(owl:intersectionOf) of concept classes iC  ( ni ...,,1 ) is 

mapped into a subnet (Fig.2) in the translated BN with one 
converging connection from each iC  to C , and one 

converging connection from C  and each iC to a control node 

called “Bridge_Intersection”;

Fig.2. – “owl:intersectionOf”

(4) A concept class C defined by set union operation
(owl:unionOf) of concept classes iC  ( ni ...,,1 ) is mapped 

into a subnet (Fig.3) in the translated BN with one converging 
connection from C to each iC , and one converging 

connection from C and each iC to a control node called 

“Bridge_Union”;

Fig.3. – “owl:unionOf”

Fig.4. – “owl:complementOf, owl:equivalentClass, owl:disjointWith”

(5) If two concept classes 1C and 2C  are related by 

complement (owl:complementOf), equivalent (owl:equivalent-
Class), or disjoint (owl:disjointWith) relation, then a control 
node (named “Bridge_Complement”, “Bridge_Equivalent”, 
“Bridge_Disjoint” respectively, as in Fig.4) is added to the 
translated BN, and there are directed links from 1C  and 2C  to 

this node.
Based on rule (1) to (5), the translated BN contains two 

kinds of nodes: regular nodes for concept classes and control 
nodes which bridging nodes that are associated by logical 
relations. The CPT of a control node will be set in a way such 
that when the state of this control node is set to “True”, the 
corresponding logical relation among its parent concept class 
nodes will be held (see Subsection IV.A for more details). By 
using control nodes, the logical relations are separated from 
the “rdfs:subClassOf” relation, so the in-arcs to a regular node 
C  will only come from its parent superclass nodes, which 
makes C ’s CPT smaller and easier to construct, compared to 
our old method in [2]. In the translated BN, all the arcs are 
directed based on OWL statements, two concept class nodes 
without any defined or derived relations are d-separated with 
each other, and two implicitly dependent concept class nodes 
are d-connected with each other but there is no arc between 
them.

IV. CONSTRUCTING CPTS

Once we had the network structured, the last step to 
complete the translation is to assign a conditional probability 
table (CPT) )|( CCP  to each variable node C  in the 

structure, where C is the set of all parent nodes of C . From 

structural translation we know that all nodes X in the 
translated BN can be partitioned into two subsets: regular 
nodes RX which denote concept classes, and control nodes 

CX  for bridging nodes that are associated by logical relations. 

For a regular node RXC  , as described in Section II, we 

have prior probability )(CP attached to it if it does not have 

any parent nodes; or conditional probability )|( COCP

attached to it if its parent set C  and CCO  . Details 

about how to construct CPTs for regular nodes in RX  based 

on attached probabilistic information in the probabilistically 
annotated ontology will be given later in Subsection C. Here 
we deal with CPTs for the control nodes in CX  first.

A. CPTs for Control Nodes

Based on the structural translation rules, there are five types 
of control nodes corresponding to the five logic operators in 
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OWL. They are “Bridge_Complement”, “Bridge_Disjoint”, 
“Bridge_Equivalent”, “Bridge_Intersection”, “Bridge_Union”. 
Their CPTs are determined by the logical relation among its 
parent concept class nodes, which are specified next.

(1) Bridge_Complement (Table 1): When its state is set to 
“True”, 1C  and 2C  are complement of each other;

Table 1 – CPT of Bridge_Complement

(2) Bridge_Disjoint (Table 2): When its state is set to 
“True”, 1C  and 2C  are disjoint with each other;

Table 2 – CPT of Bridge_Disjoint

(3) Bridge_Equivalent (Table 3): When its state is set to 
“True”, 1C and 2C  are equivalent with each other;

Table 3 – CPT of Bridge_Equivalent

(4) Bridge_Intersection (Table 4): When its state is set to 
“True”, C is the intersection of 1C  and 2C ;

Table 4 – Bridge_Intersection

In a more general case, if a concept class C is the intersection 

of 2n concept classes then the 12 n  entries in the CPT of 
“Bridge_Intersection” can be obtained analogously.

(5) Bridge_Union (Table 5): When its state is set to “True”, 
C  is the union of 1C  and 2C ;

Table 5 – Bridge_Union

In a more general case, if a concept class C is the union of

2n concept classes then the 12 n  entries in the CPT of
“Bridge_Union” can be obtained analogously.

When the CPTs for control nodes are properly determined 
as above, if we set the states of all the control nodes to “True”, 
the logical relations defined in the original ontology will be 
held in the translated BN, which is thus consistent with the 
OWL semantics. We denote this situation that all the control 
nodes in the translated BN are in “True” state as CT .

The remaining issue is to construct CPTs for the regular 
nodes in RX  so that )|( CTXP R , the joint probability 

distribution of all regular nodes in the subspace of CT , is 
consistent with all the given prior and conditional probabilities 
attached to the nodes in RX . This issue is difficult because 1) 

the product of CPTs of all variables gives the joint distribution 
in the general space, not the subspace of CT  (the 
dependencies changes when going from the general space to 
the subspace of CT ); and 2) the probabilistic information 
encoded is in the form of prior probability ( )(CP ) and 

conditional probability ( )|( COCP , C , CCO  ), not 

directly in the form of CPT ( C may have other parent nodes 
in addition to CO ).

To address these issues, we developed an algorithm to 
approximate these CPTs for RX  based on the “iterative 

proportional fitting procedure” (IPFP) [3]-[8], a well-known 
mathematical procedure that modifies a given distribution to 
meet a set of constraints while minimizing I-divergence
(Kullback-Leibler distance) to the original distribution.

B. Brief Introduction to IPFP

In this subsection we give a brief introduction to the 
iterative proportional fitting procedure (IPFP), which was first 
published by [3] in 1937, and in [4] it was proposed as a 
procedure to estimate cell frequencies in contingency tables 
under some marginal constraints. In 1975, I. Csiszar [5] 
provided an IPFP convergence proof based on I-divergence
geometry. J. Vomlel rewrote a discrete version of this proof in 
his PhD thesis [6] in 1999. IPFP was extended in [7], [8] as 
conditional iterative proportional fitting procedure (CIPF-P) to 
also take conditional distributions as constraints, and the
convergence was established for the finite discrete case.

We give definitions of I-divergence and I-projection first 
before going into the details of IPFP. In our context, all 
random variables are finite and all probability distributions are 
discrete.

Definition 3.1 (I-divergence)
Let P  be a set of probability distributions, and for QP, P ,

I-divergence (also known as Kullback-Leibler divergence or 
Cross-entropy, which is often used as a distance measure 
between two probability distributions) is defined as:
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Here QP   means P  is dominated by Q , i.e.

}0)(|{}0)(|{  yQXyxPXx

where x  (or y ) is an assignment of X , or equivalently:

}0)(|{}0)(|{  xPXxyQXy

since a probability value is always non-negative. The
dominance condition in (1) guarantees division by zero will 
not occur because whenever the denominator )(xQ  is zero, the 

numerator )(xP  will be zero. Note that I-divergence is zero if 

and only if P  and Q  are identical and I-divergence is non-

symmetric.

Definition 3.2 (I-projection)
The I1-projection of a probability distribution Q P  on a set 

of probability distributions   is a unique probability 
distribution P  such that the I-divergence “ )||( QPI ” is

minimal among all probability distributions in  . Similarly, 
the I2-projections of Q  on   are probability distributions in 

  that minimize the I-divergence “ )||( PQI ” and I2-

projection is not generally unique.
If   is a given set of probability distributions that satisfies 

all given constraints, the I1-projection P of Q is a

distribution that has the minimum distance from Q among all 

those in   [6].

Definition 3.3 (IPFP)
Let }...,,,{ 21 nXXXX   be a space of discrete random 

variables, given a consistent set of m  marginal probability 
distributions )}({ iSR  where  iSX  and an initial 

probability distribution )0(Q P , iterative proportional fitting 

procedure (IPFP) is a procedure for determining a joint 
distribution )0(21 )...,,,()( QXXXPXP n   satisfying all 

constraints in )}({ iSR  by repeating the following compu-

tational process over k  and 1)mod)1((  mki :
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XQ            (2)

This process iterates over distributions in )}({ iSR  in cycle. 

It can be shown [6] that in each step k , )()( XQ k  is an I1-

projection of )()1( XQ k  that satisfies the constraint )( iSR , 

and )(
* lim kk QQ   is an I1-projection of )0(Q  satisfying all 

constraints, i.e., *Q  converges to )...,,,()( 21 nXXXPXP  .

CIPF-P from [7], [8] is an extension of IPFP to allow 
constraints with the form of conditional probability 
distributions, i.e. )|( ii LSR  where XLi  . The procedure 

can be written as:
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CIPF-P has similar convergence result [8] as IPFP and (2) is 
in fact a special case of (3) with iL .

C. Constructing CPT for Regular Nodes 

Let },...,{ 1 nXXX   be the set of binary (i.e. },{ iii xxX  ) 

variables in the translated BN, RX  the set of regular nodes,

and CX the set of control nodes, as stated earlier in this 

section. The remaining issue is to construct CPTs )|(
iViVQ 

for the regular nodes iV in RX  so that )|( CTXQ R
, the joint 

probability distribution of RX  in the subspace of CT , is 

consistent with all the given prior and conditional 
probabilities. Again, we restrict the encoded probabilities to
the two forms: (1) prior or marginal probability )(CP and (2) 

conditional probability )|( COCP where CCO  , C ,

CO , and each is attached to a node in RX . This is a 

constraint satisfaction problem in the scope of IPFP. However, 
it would be very expensive in each iteration of (3) to compute 
the joint distribution )()( XQ k  over all the variables and then 

decompose it into CPTs at the end. We provide a new 
algorithm (called Decomposed-IPFP or D-IPFP for short) to 
overcome this problem by utilizing the chain rules of BN [1].

Let )|()( iiinitXXinit XPXP
i

  be the initial distribution 

of the translated BN where CPTs for control nodes in CX  are 

set properly as in Subsection A and CPTs for regular nodes in 

RX  are set to some arbitrary values that are consistent with 

the semantics of the subclass relation between parent and child 
nodes. Let )}|({ ii LVR  be the set of m  given prior ( iL ) or 

conditional (  iV L
i

 ) probability distributions asso-

ciated with Ri XV  . The basic idea of our approach is: in 

each iteration step k , instead of computing a new joint 
probability distribution )()( XQ k  over all the variables on one 

constraint in )}|({ ii LVR , we compute a new CPT )|()( iVik VQ 

for node iV over that constraint. The iteration process loops 

continuously over all )|( ii LVR  until Q  converges. D-IPFP is 

given below:

)(
),|(

)|(
)|()|(

)|()(

1
)1(

)1()(

)0(

iii

i

Vk
iik

ii
VikVik

iiinitXXinit

CTLVQ

LVR
VQVQ

XPXPQ















(4)

where
 








},{
)1()1(

1 )),|(/)|()|((

1
)(

iii
i

i

vvV
iikiiVik

Vk CTLVQLVRVQ 


is the normalization factor for each possible value assignment 
of 

iV .

To guarantee the dominance of )0(Q , we define 

0)|()( 
iVik VQ   if 0),|()1(  CTLVQ iik . It can be shown that

(Subsection D), if the ontology definition is consistent, given 
an consistent and complete input set )}|({ ii LVR , Q
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converges to *Q with )|(* CTXQ R  an I1-projection of 

)|( CTXP Rinit  over })|({ ii LVR  (i.e. )|(* CTXQ R  has 

minimum Kullback-Leibler distance to )|( CTXP Rinit  and 

)|(),|(: *
iiiiRi LVRCTLVQXV  ). 

D. Convergence Proof of D-IPFP 

From previous subsections we have the set of all 
variables CR XXX  with  CR XX and RX , 

where }...,,{ 1 sR VVX   denotes the set of binary (i.e. 

},{ iii vvV  ) regular nodes, },...,{ 1 tC BBX   denotes the set 

of binary (i.e. },{ iii bbB  ) control nodes (if CX ).

Probability constraints can be put in a general form of 
)|( ii LVR where

iViL  . If iL , then the constraint is a 

prior or marginal, otherwise, a conditional (given some or all 
parents of iV ).

By the chain rule of BN [1], the probability distribution of 
}...,,1|{ sjVX jR   in the subspace of CT  is:

)|()( CTXQ Rk                                                                              (5)

)(/),( )()( CTQCTXQ kRk

)(/),},{\( )()( CTQCTVVXQ kiiRk

)(/)|()|()|( )(
,

)()()( CTQVQbQVQ k
ijXX

Vjk
XB

BjkVik
Rj

j

Cj

ji





From (4) we have:

),|(

)|(
)|()()|(

)1(
)1(1)( CTLVQ

LVR
VQVQ

iik

ii
VikVkVik iii


        (6)

Substitute (6) into (5), also note that only one table, namely 
)|()( iVik VQ  , is changed at iteration k , then

)|()( CTXQ Rk

]
),|(

)|(
)|()([

)1(
)1(1 CTLVQ

LVR
VQ

iik

ii
VikVk ii


  

)(/)|()|( )(
,

)()( CTQVQbQ k
ijXX

Vjk
XB

Bjk
Rj

j

Cj

j





]
),|(

)|(
)|()([

)1(
)1(1 CTLVQ

LVR
VQ

iik

ii
VikVk ii


  

)(/)|()|( )(
,

)1()1( CTQVQbQ k
ijXX

Vjk
XB

Bjk
Rj

j

Cj

j






 

)(

)(
)|(

),|(

)|(
)(

)(

)1(
)1(

)1(
1 CTQ

CTQ
CTXQ

CTLVQ

LVR

k

k
Rk

iik

ii
Vk i





  

)|(
),|(

)|(
)( )1(

)1(
1 CTXQ

CTLVQ

LVR
Rk

iik

ii
Vk i 


                             (7)

where 
)(

)(
)()(

)(

)1(
11 CTQ

CTQ

k

k
VkVk ii


   .

Now we show that )(kQ  converges to a limit probability 

distribution *Q  and *Q  fulfills all the given constraints in the 

subspace of CT , i.e.

)|(),|(*
iiiii LVRCTLVQV  , i.e. 

)|(),|(lim )( iiiikki LVRCTLVQV                                    
(8)

First, we prove that in each iteration step of (4), 

)|()( CTXQ Rk  is an I1-projection of )|()1( CTXQ Rk  over 

some constraint in the subspace of CT . Because our rule (4) is 
for local updates (change CPTs, not the joint distribution of  

RX ), and because the CPTs are given for the general space 

but constraints are in the subspace of CT , I1-projection
generated at each iteration does not necessarily meet the given 
constraint )|( ii LVR . However, we can show that )|()( CTXQ Rk

is an I1-projection of )|()1( CTXQ Rk  over another constraint 

derived from )|( ii LVR in the subspace of CT . 

Let iVi LL
i

\'   (or 
iV  is partitioned into iL  and 'iL ), we 

define a new constraint ),|(' )( CTVR
iVik  :

),',|(' )( CTLLVR iiik

),',|(
),|(

)|(
)( )1(

)1(
1 CTLLVQ

CTLVQ

LVR
iiik

iik

ii
Vk i 


            (9)

To prove that )|()( CTXQ Rk  is an I1-projection of 

)|()1( CTXQ Rk  over ),|(' )( CTVR
iVik  in the subspace of 

CT , from (7) and (9) we have:
)|()( CTXQ Rk

),',|(

),',|(
)|(

),|(

)|(
)(

)1(

)1(
)1(

)1(
1 CTLLVQ

CTLLVQ
CTXQ

CTLVQ

LVR

iiik

iiik
Rk

iik

ii
Vk i







  

),',|(

),',|('
)|(

)1(

)(
)1( CTLLVQ

CTLLVR
CTXQ

iiik

iiik
Rk


 

),|(

),|('
)|(

)1(

)(
)1( CTVQ

CTVR
CTXQ

i

i

Vik

Vik
Rk 




                         (10)

Then from (3), )|()( CTXQ Rk  is an I1-projection of 

)|()1( CTXQ Rk  over constraint ),|(' )( CTVR
iVik   in the 

subspace of CT , and thus
),|('),|( )()( CTVRCTVQ

ii VikVik                (11)

Second, since each iteration is an I1-projection, we can 
show (analogous to the convergence proof in [6] (Page 22)) 
that:

0))|(||)|(( )1()(  CTXQCTXQI RkRk      (12)

and since all the random variables are finite, based on 
Theorem 2.4 of J. Vomlel’s thesis [6] (Page 20) and (12), the 
sequence ...,,, )()1(...,),1()0( kk QQQQ   converges to some limit

probability distribution (denote it *Q ) and when ,k we 

obtain:
)|()|( )1()( CTXQCTXQ RkRk             (13)

Finally, we show that this *Q fulfills all given constraints, 

using (13) together with (7), we have:

1
),|(

)|(
)(

)1(
1 


 CTLVQ

LVR

iik

ii
Vk i

           (14)

When ,k we also have )()( )1()( CTQCTQ kk  , so:

)()( 11 ii VkVk             (15)
From (14) and (15), we have:
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1
),|(

)|(
)(

)1(
1 


 CTLVQ

LVR

iik

ii
Vk i

 , i.e.

)|()(),|( 1)1( iiVkiik LVRCTLVQ
i
  

Since both )1( kQ  and )|( ii LVR  are probability distributions, 

then the normalization factor 1)(1  iVk  , then we have:

)|(),|(lim )( iiiikk LVRCTLVQ                                       
□

E. An Example

We demonstrate the validity of our approach by a simple 
example ontology. In this ontology, "Animal" is a primitive 
concept class; "Male", "Female", "Human" are subclasses of 
"Animal"; "Male" and "Female" are disjoint with each other; 
"Man" is the intersection of "Male" and "Human"; "Woman" 
is the intersection of "Female" and "Human"; "Human" is the 
union of "Man" and "Woman". 

The following constraints or probabilities are attached to 

RX  = {Animal, Male, Female, Human, Man, Woman}: 

(1) P(Animal) = 0.5; 
(2) P(Male|Animal) = 0.5; 
(3) P(Female|Animal) = 0.48; 
(4) P(Human|Animal) = 0.1; 
(5) P(Man|Human) = 0.49; 
(6) P(Woman|Human) = 0.51. 

We obtained the BN by first constructing the DAG (as 
described by Section III), then the CPT for nodes in XC (as 
described in Subsection IV.A), and finally approximating the 
CPTs of nodes in RX by running D-IPFP. Fig.5 below shows 

the BN we obtained. It can be seen that, when all control nodes 
are set to True, the conditional probability of “Male”, 
“Female”, and “Human”, given “Animal”, are 0.5, 0.48, and 
0.1, respectively, the same as the given probability constraints. 
All other constraints, which are not shown in the figure due to 
space limitation, are also satisfied.

Fig.5. – An Example

The initial CPTs (of nodes in RX ) used in this example and 

the final solution CPTs (of nodes in RX ) obtained by D-IPFP 

are listed in Table 6. Note that in all initial CPT, values on the 
first row were set to 0.5. They can be set to any arbitrary 
values greater than 0 and less than 1. Values for all other rows 

were set according to the subclass relation. It can be seen that 
the values on the first row in all CPT have been changed from 
their initial values.

Table 6 – CPT of the Example Ontology

F. Discussion over D-IPFP

Some other general optimization methods such as simulated 
annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA) can also be used to 
construct CPTs of the regular nodes in the translated BN.
However, they are much more expensive and the quality of 
results is often not guaranteed. In our experiments, D-IPFP 
converges quickly (in seconds, most of the time in less than 30 
iterative steps), despite its exponential time complexity in 
theoretical analysis. The space complexity of D-IPFP is trivial 
since each time we only manipulate the CPT of one node, not 
the entire joint probability table. 

However some theoretical issues regarding D-IPFP remain 
to be addressed, including the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution and the impact of the input constraint set on the 
quality of the solution:
(1) Existence: Under what condition will the input constraint 
set specify a multivariate joint distribution?
(2) Uniqueness: Assume such joint distribution exists, will it 
be unique?
(3) Quality of input set: How to deal with weakly consistent, 
inconsistent or incomplete input set?

Future work also includes extending D-IPFP to handle an 
input set with constraints of more general form, such 
as: )}|({ BAP , where }...,,{, 1 sR VVXBA  ,  BA .

This might be possible since according to the chain rule, 
)|,...,(

1
BVVP

Iii  can be transformed into a set of constraints

with the form of  )|( CVP i , }{\},...,{ 1 is VVVC  , i.e.
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),...,,|(
21 Iiii VVBVP

),...,,|(
32 Iiii VVBVP

 …
),|(

1 II ii VBVP


)|( BVP
Ii

In our experiments, we also notice that the order to apply 
the constraints will not affect the solution, and the values of 
the initial distribution )()()0( XPXQ init (but avoid 0 and 1)

will not affect the solution either.

V. REASONING

The probabilistic-extended ontology can supports common 
ontology-related reasoning tasks in the subspace of CT . Here 
we outline how three such tasks can be done in principle. 
Detailed algorithms are under development.

A. Concept Satisfiability

Given a concept represented by a description e , decide 
whether 0)|( CTeP (False). )|( CTeP can be computed by 

applying the chain rule of BN.

B. Concept Overlapping

The degree of the overlap or inclusion between a concept C

and a description e  can be measured by ),|( CTecP , which

can be computed by applying general BN belief update 
algorithms ( c  means the “True” state of C ).

C. Concept Subsumption

Find the most similar concept C  that a given description e

belongs to. This task cannot be done by simply computing the 
posterior probability ),|( CTeCP , because any class node 

would have higher probability (prior or posterior) than its 
children, and the root node always has the probability of 1. 
Instead, we define a similarity measure ),( CeMSC between e

and C based on Jaccard Coefficient [16]:
)|(/)|(),( CTCePCTCePCeMSC 

))|,()|()|(/()|,( CTcePCTcPCTePCTceP             (16)

This measure is an intuitive and easy-to-compute measure, 
and when e  is a subclass of C  (i.e., 1),|( CTecP ), it 

reduces to the Most-Specific-Subsumer of DL. Otherwise, C is 
a class that has the largest overlap with e. We are also looking 
at other similarity measures, such as those based on entropy or 
mutual information.

In our example ontology (see Fig.5), to find the concept that 
is most similar to the given description AnimalMane  , 
we compute the similarity measure of e  and each of the nodes 
in RX  = {Animal, Male, Female, Human, Man, Woman}

using (16):
4755.0),( AnimaleMSC ,

4506.0),( MaleeMSC ,

5047.0),( FemaleeMSC ,

0510.0),( HumaneMSC ,

0.0),( ManeMSC ,

0536.0),( WomaneMSC .

This leads us to conclude that class “Female” is the most 
similar concept to e , since it has the highest similarity 
measure among all nodes in this particular example. 

VI. CONCLUSION, RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we present our ongoing research on 
probabilistic extension to OWL. We have defined new OWL 
classes (“PriorProb”, “CondProb”, and “Variable”), which can 
be used to markup probabilities for classes in OWL files. We 
have also defined a set of rules for translating OWL ontology 
taxonomy into Bayesian network DAG and provided a new 
algorithm D-IPFP to construct CPTs for all the regular nodes.

Our probabilistic extension to OWL is compatible with 
OWL semantics, and the translated BN is associated with a 
joint probability distribution over the application domain 
consistent with given probabilities. We are currently actively 
working on extending the translation to include properties, 
developing algorithms to support common ontology-related 
reasoning tasks, and formalizing mapping between two 
ontologies as probabilistic reasoning across two translated BN.
Based on successful resolution of these issues and other 
refinement of our framework, we plan to implement a 
prototype which can automatically translate a given OWL 
ontology with uncertainty information into a BN and can also 
support common ontology-based reasoning tasks.

Researchers in the past have attempted to apply different 
formalisms such as fuzzy logic, rough set theory, and Bayesian 
probability as well as ad hoc heuristics into ontology definition 
and reasoning (see [10] for a brief survey). Works that 
integrate probabilities into description logic based systems 
(e.g., [9, 11, 12, 13, 14] are particularly relevant to our work. 
Works in [12, 13] provide a probabilistic extension of the DL 
ALC based on probabilistic logics. P-CLASSIC [14] gives an 
informal probabilistic extension to CLASSIC also based on 
Bayesian networks, in which each probabilistic component is 
associated with a set of p-classes, each of which is represented 
using a BN. P-SHOQ(D) [11] is the probabilistic extension of
DL SHOQ(D) [15] based on the notion of probabilistic 
lexicographic entailment from probabilistic default reasoning. 
Among these works, only P-SHOQ(D) is able to represent 
assertional (i.e., Abox) probabilistic knowledge about concept 
and role instances. The primary difference between [9] and our 
work is that their links are pointed from subconcepts to 
superconcepts, which makes the construction of CPTs 
difficult. Our method are not aimed at providing additional 
means to represent uncertainty or probabilistic aspect of the 
domain but rather at developing formal rules to directly 
translate an OWL ontology into a Bayesian network.
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